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LEARNING SOME BASIC TRUISMS ABOUT LEADERSHIP
A moment of truth came to me toward the end of my first ten months as
president of the University of Cincinnati. The clock was moving toward
four in the morning, and I was still in my office, still mired in the
incredible mass of paper stacked on my desk. I was bone-weary and
soul-weary, and I found myself muttering, "Either I can't manage this
place, or it's unmanageable." I reached for my calendar and ran my
eyes down each hour, haft hour, quarter hour, to see where my time had
gone that day, the day before, the month before.
Nobel laureate James Franck has said he always recognizes a moment of
discovery by "the feeling of terror that seizes me." I felt a trace of
it that morning. My discovery was this: I had become the victim of a
vast, amorphous, unwitting, unconscious conspiracy to prevent me from
doing anything whatever to change the university's status quo. Even
those of my associates who fully shared my hopes to set new goals, new
directions, and to work toward creative change were unconsciously
often doing the most to make sure that I would never find the time to
begin. I found myself thinking of a friend and former colleague who
had taken over one of our top universities with goals and plans that
fired up all those around him and who said when he left a few years
later, "I never could get around to doing the things I wanted to do."
This discovery, or rediscovery, led me to formulate what might be
called Bennis's First Law of Academic Pseudodynamics: Routine work
drives out nonroutine work and smothers to death all creative
planning, all fundamental change in the university---or any
institution.
These were the illustrations facing me: To start, there were about 150
letters in the day's mail that required a response. About 50 of them
concerned our young dean of the School of Education, Hendrik Gideonse.
His job was to bring about change in the teaching of teachers, in our
university's relationship to the public schools and to students in the
deprived and deteriorating neighborhood around us. Out of these urban
schools would come the bulk of our students of the future--as good or
as bad as the schools had shaped them.
But the letters were not about education. They were about a baby, the
dean's ten-week-old son. Gideonse felt very strongly about certain
basic values. He felt especially so about sex roles, about equality
for his wife, about making sure she had the time and freedom to
develop her own potentials fully. So he was carrying the baby into his
office two days a week in a little bassinet, which he kept on his desk
while he did his work. The daily Cincinnati Enquirer heard about it,
took a picture of Hendrik, baby, and bassinet, and played it on page
one. TV splashed it across the nation. And my "in" basket began to
overflow with letters that urged his arrest for child abuse or at
least his immediate dismissal. My only public comment was that we were
a tax-supported institution, and if Hendrik could engage in that form
of applied humanism and still accomplish the things we both wanted
done in education, then, like Lincoln with Grant's whiskey, I'd gladly
send him several new babies for adoption.
Hendrik was, of course, simply a man a bit ahead of his time. Today
his actions would be applauded---maybe even with a Father of the Year
award. Then, however, Hendrik and his baby ate up quite a bit of my
time.
Also on my desk was a note from a professor complaining that his
classroom temperature was down to sixty-five degrees. Perhaps he
expected me to grab a wrench and fix it. A student complained that we
wouldn't give him course credit for acting as assistant to a city
council member. Another was unable to get into the student health
center. The teacher at my child's day school, who attended the
university, was dissatisfied with her grades. A parent complained
about four-letter words in a Philip Roth book being used in an English
class. The track coach wanted me to come over to see for myself how
bad the track was. An alumnus couldn't get the football seats he
wanted. Another wanted a coach fired. A teacher had called to tell me

the squash court was closed at seven o'clock at night when he wanted
to use it.
Perhaps 20 percent of my time that year had been taken up by a problem
at the general hospital, which was city-owned but administered by the
university and served as the teaching hospital of the university
medical school. Some terminal-cancer patients, with their consent, had
been subjected to whole-body radiation as possibly beneficial therapy.
Since the Pentagon saw this as a convenient way to gather data that
might help protect civilian populations in nuclear warfare, it
provided a series of subsidies for the work.
When this story broke and was pursued in such a way as to call up
comparisons with the Nazis' experiments on human guinea pigs, it
became almost impossible for me or anybody else to separate the
essential facts from the fantasized distortions. The problem
eventually subsided, after a blue-ribbon task force recommended
significant changes in the experiment's design. But I invested endless
time in a matter only vaguely related to the prime purposes of the
university--and wound up being accused by some of interfering with
academic freedom.
The radiation experiment and Hendrik's baby illustrate how the media,
particularly TV, make the academic cloister a goldfish bowl. By
focusing on the lurid or the superficial, they can disrupt a
president's proper activities while contributing nothing to the
advancement of knowledge. This leads me to Bennis's Second Law of
Academic Pseudodynamics: Make whatever grand plans you will, you may
be sure the unexpected or the trivial will disturb and disrupt them.
In my moment of truth, that weary four o'clock in the morning in my
trivia-cluttered office, I began trying to straighten out in my own
mind what university presidents should be doing and not doing, what
their true priorities should be, how they must lead.
Lead, not manage: there is an important difference. Many an
institution is very well managed and very poorly led. It may excel in
the ability to handle each day's routine inputs yet may never ask
whether the routine should be done at all.
All of us find ourselves acting on routine problems because they are
the easiest things to handle. We hesitate to get involved too early in
the bigger ones--we collude,as it were, in the unconscious conspiracy
to immerse us in routine.
My entrapment in' routine made me realize another thing: People were
following the old army game. They did not want to take the
responsibility for or bear the consequences of decisions they properly
should make. The motto was, "Let's push up the tough ones." The
consequence was that everybody and anybody was dumping his "wet
babies" (as the old State Department hands call them) on my desk, when
I had neither the diapers nor the information to take care of them. So
I decided that the president's first priority--the sine qua non of
effective leadership--was to create an "executive constellation" to
run the office of the president. It could be a mixed bag, some
vice-presidents, some presidential assistants. The group would have to
be compatible in the sense that its members could work together but
neither uniform nor conformist--a group of people who knew more than
the president about everything within their areas of competency and
could attend to daily matters without dropping their wet babies on the
president's desk.
What should the president him-or herself do? The president should be a
conceptualist. That's something more than being just an "idea man." It
means being a leader with entrepreneurial vision and the time to spend
thinking about the forces that will affect the destiny of the
institution. The president must educate board members so that they not
only understand the necessity of distinguishing between leadership and
management but also can protect the chief executive from getting
enmeshed in routine machinery.
Leaders must create for their institutions clear-cut and measurable
goals based on advice from all elements of the community. They must be
allowed to proceed toward those goals without being crippled by
bureaucratic machinery that saps their strength, energy, and
initiative. They must be allowed to take risks, to embrace error, to
use their creativity to the hilt and encourage those who work with
them to use theirs.
These insights gave me the strength to survive my acid test: whether
I, as a "leading theorist" of the principles of creative leadership,
actually could prove myself a leader. However, the sum total of my
experiences as president of the University of Cincinnati convinced me
that most of the academic theory on leadership was useless.
After leaving the university, I spent nearly five years researching a

book on leadership. I traveled around the country spending time with
ninety of the most effective, successful leaders in the nation--sixty
from corporations and thirty from the public sector. My goal was to
find these leaders' common traits, a task that required more probing
than I had expected. For a while, I sensed much more diversity than
commonality among them. The group included both left-brain and
right-brain thinkers; some who dressed for success and some who
didn't; well-spoken, articulate leaders and laconic, inarticulate
ones; some John Wayne types and some who were definitely the opposite.
I was finally able to come to some conclusions, of which perhaps the
most important is the distinction between leaders and managers:
Leaders are people who do the right thing; managers are people who do
things right.
Both roles are crucial, but they differ profoundly. I often observe
people in top positions doing the wrong thing well.
This study also reinforced my earlier insight--that American
organizations (and probably those in much of the rest of the
industrialized world) are underled and overmanaged. They do not pay
enough attention to doing the right thing, while they pay too much
attention to doing things right. Part of the fault lies with our
schools of management; we teach people how to be good technicians and
good staff people, but we don't train people for leadership.
The group of sixty corporate leaders was not especially different from
any profile of top leadership in America. The median age was
fifty-six. Most were white males, with six Black men and six women in
the group. The only surprising finding was that all the CEOs not only
were still married to their first spouses but also seemed enthusiastic
about the institution of marriage. Among the CEOs were Bill
Kieschnick, then chair and CEO of Arco, and the late Ray Kroc of
McDonald's.
Public-sector leaders included Harold Williams, who then chaired the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC); Nell Armstrong, a genuine
all-American hero who happened to be at the University of Cincinnati;
three elected officials; two orchestra conductors; and two winning
athletics coaches. I wanted conductors and coaches because I
mistakenly believed that they were the last leaders with complete
control over their constituents.
After several years of observation and conversation, I defined four
competencies evident to some extent in every member of the group:
management of attention; management of meaning; management of trust;
and management of self. The first trait apparent in these leaders is
their ability to draw others to them, not just because they have a
vision but because they communicate an extraordinary focus of
commitment. Leaders manage attention through a compelling vision that
brings others to a place they have not been before.
One of the people I most wanted to interview was one of the few I
could not seem to reach---Leon Fleischer, a well-known child prodigy
who grew up to become a prominent pianist, conductor, and
musicologist. I happened to be in Aspen, Colorado, one summer while
Fleischer was conducting the Aspen Music Festival, and I tried again
to reach him, even leaving a note on his dressing-room door. Driving
back through downtown Aspen, I saw two perspiring young cellists
carrying their instruments and I offered them a ride to the music
tent. They hopped in the back of my jeep, and as we rode I questioned
them about Fleischer. "I'll tell you why he's so great," said one. "He
doesn't waste our time."
Fleischer finally agreed not only to be interviewed but also to let me
watch him rehearse and conduct music classes. I linked the way I saw
him work with that simple sentence, "He doesn't waste our time." Every
moment Fleischer was before the orchestra, he knew exactly what sound
he wanted. He didn't waste time because his intentions were always
evident. What united him with the other musicians was their concern
with intention and outcome.
When I reflected on my own experience, it struck me that when I was
most effective, it was because I knew what I wanted. When I was
ineffective, it was because I was unclear about it.
So the first leadership competency is the management of attention
through a set of intentions or a vision, not in a mystical or
religious sense but in the sense of outcome, goal, or direction.
The second leadership competency is management of meaning. To make
dreams apparent to others and to align people with them, leaders must
communicate their vision. Communication and alignment work together.
Consider, for example, the contrasting styles of Presidents Reagan and
Carter. Ronald Reagan was called "the Great Communicator"; one of his
speech writers said that Reagan can read the phone book and make it

interesting. The reason is that Reagan uses metaphors with which
people can identify. In his first budget message, for example, Reagan
described a trillion dollars by comparing it to piling up dollar bills
beside the Empire State Building. Reagan, to use one of Alexander
Haig's coinages, "tangibilitated" the idea. Leaders' make ideas
tangible and real to others, so they can support them. For no matter
how marvelous the vision, the effective leader must use a metaphor, a
word, or a model to make that vision clear to others.
In contrast, President Carter was boring. Carter was one of our best
informed presidents; he had more facts at his fingertips than almost
any other president. But he never made the meaning come through the
facts. I interviewed an assistant secretary of commerce appointed by
Carter, who told me that after four years in his administration, she
still did not know what Jimmy Carter stood for. She said that working
for him was like looking through the wrong side of a tapestry; the
scene was blurry and indistinct.
The leader's goal is not mere explanation or clarification but the
creation of meaning. My favorite baseball joke is exemplary: In the
ninth inning of a key playoff game, with a three-and-two count on the
batter, the umpire hesitates a split second in calling the pitch. The
batter whirls around angrily and says, "Well, what was it?" The umpire
snarls back, "It ain't nothing until I call it!"
The third competency is management of trust. Trust is essential to all
organizations. The main determinant of trust is reliability, what I
call constancy. When I talked to the board members or staffs of these
leaders, I heard certain phrases again and again: "She is all of a
piece." "Whether you like it or not, you always know where he is
coming from, what he stands for."
When John Paul H visited this country, he gave a press conference. One
reporter asked how the pope could account for allocating funds to
build a swimming pool at the papal summer palace. He responded
quickly, "I like to swim. Next question." He did not rationalize about
medical reasons or claim that he got the money from a special source.
A recent Study showed that people would much rather follow individuals
they can count on, even when they disagree with their viewpoint, than
people they agree with but who shift positions frequently. I cannot
emphasize enough the significance of constancy and focus. Margaret
Thatcher's reelection in Great Britain is another excellent example.
When she won office in 1979, observers predicted that she quickly
would revert to defunct Labor Party policies. She did not. She did not
turn; she was constant, focused, and all of a piece.
The fourth leadership competency is management of serf, knowing one's
skills and deploying them effectively. Management of self is critical;
without it, leaders and managers can do more harm than good. Like
incompetent doctors, incompetent managers can make life worse, make
people sicker and less vital. There is a term-iatrogenic--for
illnesses caused by doctors and hospitals. There should be one for
illnesses caused by leaders, too. Some give themselves heart attacks
and nervous breakdowns; still worse, many are "carriers," causing
their employees to be ill.
Leaders know themselves; they know their strengths and nurture them.
They also have a faculty I think of as the Wallenda Factor. The Flying
Wallendas are perhaps the world's greatest family of aerialists and
tightrope walkers. I was fascinated when, in the early 1970s,
seventy-one year old Karl Wallenda said that for him living was
walking the tightrope, and everything else was waiting. I was struck
with his capacity for concentration on the intention, the task, the
decision. I was even more intrigued when, several months later,
Wallenda fell to his death while walking a tightrope without a safety
net between two high-rise buildings in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Wallenda
fell still clutching the balancing pole he had warned his family never
to drop lest it hurt somebody below. Later, Wallenda's wife said that
before her husband had fallen for the first` time since she had known
him... he had been concentrating on falling, instead of on walking the
tightrope. He had personally supervised the attachment of the guide
wires, which he had never done before.
Like Wallenda before his fall, the leaders in my group seemed
unacquainted with the concept of failure. What you or I might call a
failure, they referred to as a mistake. I began collecting synonyms
for the word failure mentioned in the interviews, and I found more
than twenty: mistake, error, false start, bloop, flop, loss, miss,
foul-up, stumble, botch, bungle .... but not failure. One CEO told me
that if she had a knack for leadership, it was the capacity to make as
many mistakes as she could as soon as possible, and thus get them out
of the way. Another said that a mistake is simply "another way of
doing things." These leaders learn from and use something that doesn't
go well; it is not a failure but simply the next step.
Leadership can be felt throughout an organization. It gives pace and

energy to the work and empowers the work force. Empowerment is the
collective effect of leadership. In organizations with effective
leaders, empowerment is most evident in four themes:
&#149; People feel significant. Everyone feels that he or she makes a
difference to the success of the organization. The difference may be
small--prompt delivery of Potato chips to a morn-and-pop grocery store
or developing a tiny but essential part for an airplane. But where
they are empowered, people feel that what they do has meaning and
significance.
&#149; Learning and competence matter. Leaders value learning and
mastery, and so do people who work for leaders. Leaders make it clear
that there is no failure, only mistakes that give us feedback and tell
us what to do next.
&#149; People are part of a community. Where there is leadership,
there is a team, a family, a unity. Even people who do not especially
like each other feel the sense of community. When Neil Armstrong talks
about the Apollo explorations, he describes how a team carried out an
almost unimaginably complex set of interdependent tasks. Until there
were women astronauts, the men referred to this feeling as
"brotherhood." I suggest they rename it "family."
&#149; Work is exciting. Where there are leaders, work is stimulating,
challenging, fascinating, and fun. An essential ingredient in
organizational leadership is pulling rather than pushing people toward
a goal. A "pull" style of influence attracts and energizes people to
enroll in an exciting vision of the future. It motivates through
identification, rather than through rewards and punishments. Leaders
articulate and embody the ideals toward which the organization
strives.
People cannot be expected to enroll in just any exciting vision. Some
visions and concepts have more staying power and are rooted more
deeply in our human needs than others. I believe the lack of two such
concepts in modem organizational life is largely responsible for the
alienation and lack of meaning so many experience in their work. One
of these is the concept of quality. Modem industrial society has been
oriented to quantity, providing more goods and services for everyone.
Quantity is measured in money; we are a money-oriented society.
Quality often is not measured at all but is appreciated intuitively.
Our response to quality is a feeling. Feelings of quality are
connected intimately with our experience of meaning, beauty, and value
in our lives.
Closely linked to the concept of quality is that of dedication to,
even love of, our work. This dedication is evoked by quality and is
the force that energizes high-performing systems. When we love our
work, we need not be managed by hopes of reward or fears of
punishment. We can create systems that facilitate our work, rather
than being preoccupied with checks and controls of people who want to
beat or exploit the system.
Ultimately, in great leaders and the organization surrounding them,
there is a fusion of work and play to the point where, as Robert
Frost' says, "Love and need are one." How do we get from here to
there? I think we must start by studying change.
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